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JCM Global Named Preferred Supplier at all Furors LTD Properties
DÜSSELDORF, Germany (5 May 2015) – After a three-month field trial with JCM Global’s award-winning
iVIZION® bill validator, Furors LTD has named JCM its preferred supplier for its casino and AWP properties in
Latvia.
Furors LTD is one of the largest casino and AWP operators in Latvia, with 28 branches throughout the country,
and with a 21-year history, the company is one of the leaders in gambling business in Latvia.
Furors LTD Slot Service Manager Maris Murnieks said, “We were very happy with iVIZION from the first day of our
trial. The spectacular functionalities of iVIZION, combined with JCM’s outstanding service, make iVIZION and JCM
a perfect partner for us.”
“We are thrilled with the immediate success of iVIZION’s field trial, and that Furors LTD has named JCM a
preferred bill validator supplier,” said JCM EMEA General Manager Payam Zadeh. “Operators the world over
choose iVIZION to help them make better connections with their customers for many reasons, including iVIZION’s
proven technology, highest level of security and sealed surfaces that guarantee a minimum of maintenance.”
JCM’s multiple award-winning iVIZION bill validator is the better, smarter, faster bill validator. It is field-proven the
world over in casinos and AWP operations of all sizes to increase security and customer satisfaction with its fullnote CIS sensing and anti-counterfeit technology, highly evolved anti-stringing technology and 99%+ acceptance
rate.
About JCM Global
JCM Global is the world’s leading transaction technologies supplier for the banking, retail, kiosk and gaming
industries. With unsurpassed service and support, JCM Global is trusted by operators, manufacturers and
integrators on six continents. Its extensive line of award-winning products set global standards with groundbreaking products like the iVIZION®, Universal Bill Acceptor (UBA®) and Vega-RC™ bill validators, Intelligent
Cash Box (ICB®), Ticket2Go™, TableXchange® and PromoNet® systems products. For more information, visit
JCM Global’s 24-hour tradeshow at www.jcmglobal.com.
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